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Articles that reflect a socio-legal approach and which focus on any aspect of law in society, will be considered for publication. Law in Context publishes full research articles, research notes and book reviews in the fields of legal theory, social sciences, humanities and technology. All submissions are double-blind peer-reviewed before publication. In principle, final publication decisions are expected within four weeks after submission, unless peer reviewers require major revisions to be made. All accepted papers are made available on-line first, and then are incorporated in the next available issue of the Journal.

The COVID-19 crisis presents a challenge for all Open Access publications. We warmly thank authors and reviewers for their understanding and support. The Editorial Team is committed to complying with the publication timetable for the scheduled 2020 issues.

Law in Context: A Socio-legal Journal is intended to bridge Law, Law & Society disciplines and Technology (including ICT, Semantics, Natural Language Processing, and Artificial Intelligence) from a social point of view. Articles on Criminology; Human Rights; Public, Private and International Law; and International Relations are especially welcomed.

Papers, research notes, book-reviews and assets should be submitted following the Law in Context format and template, on the journal website. Submissions can be made here.
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